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Systems of Conservation Laws* 
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University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024 
The existence of weak discrete shocks for a wide class of difference approxima- 
tions to systems of conservation laws is proved. The difference schemes have to be 
conservative, k th order accurate, and, roughly speaking, (k + 1)th order dissipative, 
where k = 1 or 3. The proof makes use of the central manifold theorem for an 
implicit map and of the fact that the stable and unstable manifolds of the differential 
flow y  (k) = y* - 1 for k = 3 intersect transversally. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the planar discrete shocks for difference schemes 
approximating the system of conservation laws 
where fi : R” --) R” are smooth vector functions, and the unknown function 
u = u(x) E R” depends on the vector variable x = (xi, x2,. . . , x,) E R”. 
One can view the problem in (1.1) as a stationary or as an evolutionary one. 
In the last case one can assume that x, is the time variable and correspond- 
ingly f,(u) = u. By a planar shock solution to system (1.1) we mean the 
solution 
u(x) = UL, (x,s> -e 0 
=I,4 R, (x, 8) ’ 0, (1.2) 
where s = (si, s2,. . . , s,,,) E R” is a constant vector, and the states uL and 
uR satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 
fb,) =fbRh where f(u) = F sif,(u). 
i=l 
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We shall keep the vector sJixed while uL and (the corresponding) uR vary 
in a neighborhood of some compact (n - l)-dimensional manifold (with 
boundary) S c R”. We assume that the differential df[u,,] of the function f 
at any u. E S has a simple zero eigenvalue X&u,) = 0 with the corre- 
sponding right and left eigenvectors r,,(uo) and I,(u,). The eigenvalue 
A,(u,) also has to be genuinely nonlinear on S; i.e., the directional 
derivative 
dhJuolh(%)) f 0 for any u0 E S. (1.4 
Then, as in [5, pp. 479-4801 one can show that Eq. (1.3) considered in a 
small neighborhood of S has a unique solution uR = cp( uL). The function ‘p 
is smooth and for any ua E S satisfies the conditions 
Q+o) = uo (1.5) 
and 
dduol(robo)) = -robe). (1.6) 
The shock in (1.2) is called entropy satisfying if 
XObL) ’ 0 ’ ~ObR) (1.7) 
and entropy violating if 
ho < 0 < Ao(4 (1.8) 
According to (1.4)-(1.6) the pair uL, ua = (p(uL) with uL close to S 
provides an entropy satisfying shock if X,(U,) > 0, and an entropy violat- 
ing one if X0( uL) < 0. We approximate system (1.1) by a difference scheme 
G( { E;u(x)}) = 0, j = (j,, j,, . . . , j,) E J C Z”. (1.9) 
Here J is a finite set, G = G({ u,}) is a smooth’ vector function of vector 
variables uj E R”, j E J, E,’ = Ei; . Ei; . . . . *E$, and E, , i= 
1,2,. . . ) m, IS the shift operator 
m 
E,,u(x, ,..., xi ,..., xm) = u(x, ,..., xi + h ,..., xm). (1 .lO) 
We consider u(x) in (1.9) as a grid function defined on a uniform grid R; 
with the mesh size h. (The uniformity of the grid is not a restriction since 
one can rescale the xi coordinates in (l.l).) We assume that the difference 
scheme in (1.9) is conservative; i.e., 
G({E!ub))) = ~~l~~x, - ~)G;({J%!u(x)}) (1.11) 
‘Here and elsewhere by smooth we mean C’ smoothness with r 2 3. 
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with multi-index j in G, varying over corresponding subsets of J. The 
scheme should be also consistent with the system in (1.1) which is to say 
G(b)) =.f,(u)~ i=1,2 ,..., m, (1.12) 
where by {u} we denote the set {u,} of vectors u, = U. Let the components 
si of the vector s be rational numbers with a least common denominator q: 
‘, = Pi/42 4 ’ 0, i= 1,2 ,..., m. (1.13) 
DEFINITION. The grid function U(T), 7 E Ri,4, is called a discrete 
shock solution of the difference scheme (1.9) in the direction of the vector s, 
if the function u((x, s)), x E Rr is a solution of (1.9) and 
lim ~(7) = uL, lim ~(7) = uR. (1.14) 
7+--m T-+00 
The states uL and uR necessarily satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 
(1.3). Obviously, u(7) is a solution of the difference equation 
GT( { E$( T)}) = q-lG( { E,+‘)u( T)}) = 0. (1.15) 
Here p is the integer vector ( pl, p2,. . . , p,), E, is the shift operator 
&U(T) = ~(7 + h/q), (1.16) 
and the exponent j, varies over a finite set in Z. From the conservation 
form (1.11) we deduce 
G,( { E:“u( T)}) = q-l E (E;l - Z)G,( { E+‘)u( T)}) 
r=l 
= (E, - Z)G,({E(o+))). (1.17) 
The consistency as in (1.12) implies 
G,((u)) =f(u)- (1.18) 
Therefore Eq. (1.15) with the conditions on infinity (1.14) is equivalent to 
‘G,( { E,‘O+)}) - f(ud = 0, j, E J, = z, (1.19) 
so that indeed f(uL) = f(uR). Our most restrictive assumption relates to 
the linearization of the difference operator G, at a constant solution 
u(7) = u0 E S. Roughly speaking, for any u0 E S we require the linearized 
operator to be the k th order accurate and (k + 1)th order dissipative 
approximation of the differential operator df[u,,] . a/&r. The number k 
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should be odd; however, we have been able to prove our main result only 
for k = 1 or k = 3.2 The precise statement of the last assumption is given in 
the next section. Under the above assumptions we prove the following. 
MAIN THEOREM. For any uL which belongs to a small one-sided neighbor- 
hood of the manifold S there exists a one parameter family of discrete shocks 
depending smoothly on uL. For k = 1 this family is local& unique. The states 
uL and uR in (1.14) satisfv the entropy condition (1.7) if the dissipation of the 
scheme is positive (as in (2.13)) or violate this condition if the dissipation is 
negative. 
In the next section we state the Main Theorem in more detail including 
the asymptotic form of the discrete shocks modulo an error of order 
IUL - UR12. 
Discrete shocks have been studied previously by Jennings [2] for scalar 
conservation laws and monotone schemes, and more recently by Majda and 
Ralston in [5] for systems of conservation laws approximated by Jirst order 
accurate schemes. Our work could be considered as a generalization of [5]. 
Our accuracy and dissipativity assumptions for k = 1 coincide with the 
corresponding assumptions in [5]. However, we remove one significant 
restriction in [5] which implies that the operator G, in (1.19) has a non-zero 
Jacobian with respect to the most left and most right points uj, in the 
domain of dependence J,,. This restriction excludes, for example, the so-called 
upwind difference schemes. We also describe the form of the shock profile. 
Our proof is more simple than in [5] since we use the integrated equation 
(1.19) instead of the original (1.15). The results for k = 3 are new. We have 
been inspired by the important work of Kopell and Howard [3]. Their ideas 
of reduction to the central manifold and subsequent resealing of the 
equations are adequate also in the difference case. As a result of resealing 
we arrive at a two point difference system in Rk which could be interpreted 
as a difference approximation of the canonical differential system for a 
vector function 
y = (y”‘, y(2), . . . ) y(k)) T 
4 
d7= 
( y(2) yQ) ) ). ..) y’k-“,g(Y’l’))T, (1.20) 
where g (y(l))) = i[( y(l))2 - 11. The points yL = (- l,O, . . . , O)T and yR = 
(l,O, - . . , O)T are critical points of the system. The parameter E - 
9-‘I~,(u,)l P ‘ik lays in our approximation the role of a step size in 7. 
Kopell and Howard [3] proved for k = 3 that the two-dimensional stable 
and unstable manifolds of the points y, and y, correspondingly intersect 
2Note added in proof: Using the ideas of Conley’s index we are now able to prove the 
existence of weak discrete shocks (but not a one-parameter family) for any odd k. 
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transversally along an integral line connecting y, and yR. We use this result 
and order to show that for small E the corresponding invariant manifolds of 
the difference approximation also intersect transversally. It is quite plausible 
that the same transversality holds for the system in (1.20) when k is any odd 
number. If so, the weak discrete shocks exist for difference schemes of any 
odd order of accuracy. For even k the system in (1.20) possesses a first 
integral, so that there is no integral line connecting yL and yR. For k = 3 
the integral line connecting yL and yR is oscillating, which explains the 
so-called overshoot for higher order accurate schemes. Knowing the form of 
the shock profile could be also helpful in filtering out the numerical 
oscillations associated with the discrete shocks. In this work we assume the 
genuine non-linearity of the eigenvalue h,( u,,). Recently, Pego [7] has 
considered dissipative differential perturbation of the system in (1.1) which, 
instead of genuine non-linearity, satisfies the strict entropy condition of Liu 
[4]. His differential problem corresponds to our difference one with k = 1. 
Using Pego’s arguments one can show that our existence and uniqueness 
results for k = 1 and evolutionary problem (1.1) hold also in the case of the 
above entropy condition. 
Let us outline the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we formulate and 
explain the accuracy and dissipativity conditions and state our Main Theo- 
rem. In Section 3 the difference problem (1.19) is reduced to a central 
manifold and then resealed. In Section 4 the Main Theorem is proved. In 
Section 5 we prove the invariant manifold theorems for an implicit map. We 
also prove the intuitively obvious fact that the stable manifold of a one-step 
difference approximation to a differential system tends to a stable manifold 
of that system when the step size in the approximation tends to zero. 
Finally, in the Appendix we consider the system in (1.20) with k = 3 and 
generalize the transversality result of [3] to functions g( y(l)) which are even 
and have a positive derivative for y(l) > 0. 
2. PRELIMINARIES: THE MAIN THEOREM 
We first describe the accuracy and dissipativity conditions for the reduced 
operator G, in (1.15). For any u E R” define the matrices 
cj(#) = aG(b,l) 
&lj 
{‘j> = (‘1. 
The difference operator 
dG[u] = ~cj(u)E;, jEJCZm 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
is called the linearization of the operator G in (1.9) and is essentially the 
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differential of the operator G considered as a map in the space of mesh 
functions u(x). The symbol of the linear operator dG[ u] is defined by 
&[u](() = &(u)&J), j E J, 5 = (51&,...>5,) E R”. 
(2.3) 
Using the same definitions for the operator G, we get the identity 
ASSUMPTION 2.1. The difference operator dG,[u,] for any u0 E S is a 
k th order accurate approximation of the differential operator df [ u,,] . a/&r 
in the direction of the eigenvector r,,( uO). In the terms of symbols it is to say 
&b,l(tJ~ ~o(~J = &dfb,l(dqJ) + o(t,k+‘) = @to”+‘), 
for any u0 E S. (2.5) 
This assumption is obviously satisfied if the difference operator dG[u,] is 
a kth order approximation of the differential operator a,f,(z+,)a/ax, 
+ . . . + a,f,(24wax,, or in the terms of symbols, 
d&m) = i(a,flbo)~, + a.* +a,fmbo)5,) + NV+l). 
(2.6) 
Next, we impose on the operator dG,[u,] the regularity or dissipativity 
condition. 
ASSUMPTION 2.2. The symbol d&[ uO](&,) is non-singular for any u0 E S 
and &, # 2ns; i.e., 
detdG,[u,](&,) = detq-‘dG[ua](&,) Z 0, 
for any u0 E S and &, # Omod2n. (2.7) 
Majda and Ralston in [5] call it the “non-resonance” condition. The 
name “regularity” fits more the stationary problems while “dissipativity 
condition” is more appropriate for evolutionary problems. Obviously, if 
dG[u,] is regular or dissipative in the sense 
detG[u,]([) # 0 for any u0 E S and 5 # Omod2m, (2.8) 
then the above assumption holds, since the integers pi,. . . , pm are relatively 
prime. 
Our last condition relates to the remainder O([i”) in (2.5) and is 
analogous to condition (3.15) in [5]. 
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ASSUMPTION 2.3. The approximation dG,[ uO] is exactly k th order accu- 
rate in the eigenspace corresponding to the A,( u,,) eigenvalue; i.e., 
where b(u,) # 0. (Note that b(u,) is real.) 
We assume that the vectors I,(u,) and TV in (2.9) are normalized in 
the following way: 
a4J) * %hJ = 1 and hhl(‘o(uo)) = 1 for any u0 E S. 
(2.10) 
This implies also 
where d *f[ u,](r,( uO)) is the second derivative of f(u) at u = u0 in the 
direction of the vector rO(uo). Note that (2.9) is equivalent to 
4,b,)d~b,l(&) . r&o) = by+’ + O(t,k+*), 
(2.12) 
which explains the factor qk in (2.9). For odd k the term b(~~)(i&,)~” 
represents the dissipation of the scheme dG,[u,] in the X,(u,) eigenspace. 
We call the dissipation positive or negative if, correspondingly, 
ik+‘b(U,) > 0, u() E s (2.13) 
or 
ik+‘b(uO) < 0, u(-) E s. (2.14) 
Suppose that Eq. (1.1) is evolutionary so that x, plays the role of time and 
f,(u) = u. The following result, which generalizes Proposition 2.3 in [5], 
relates the sign of the dissipation to the stability of the scheme dG[u,]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If the scheme G is consistent with Eqs. (1.1) and 
satisJes Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 with negative dissipation as in (2.14), then 
the linearized evolutionary problem dG[ u,]u(x) = 0 is unstable (i.e., violates 
the von Neumann condition). 
Proof We consider the characteristic equation det d&[ +I(,$) = 0. It is 
enough to show that the above equation has a solution 5 with real 
c= Gl,. . ., .$,- 1) and complex 6, such that Re it,,, > 0. Without loss we 
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may assume that the matrix df[u,,] is in the block form diag(O, A), where 
detA #O, and fo(uo)=(r,(~O))T= (LO ,..., 0). Let [-=&,.s-, where 
se= (sl,s*,... , s,,-i), and represent 4, = s,,JO + [A . (6”. By con- 
sistency (and a,f,(u) = I) 
dG[u,](() = it& * [t+’ * I + d&J(&) + o(g+*) 
and by (2.4) and (2.5) /he first column of dG[u,](sEO) is O(~~“). Divide 
the first column of dG[u,](<) by [ok+’ and denote the resulting matrix 
function by B(&,, ,$A). Then, by (2.12) 
detB(&,,&) = (it; + b(u,)?‘)detA + O(&,). 
Therefore 
6, = s,5o - b(uO)ikEi+’ + O(.$+*) and 6= 50 * s- 
(2.15) 
satisfy the characteristic equation det &[ z.+,](5) = 0. Obviously for small 
&,, Re is,,, > 0 if (2.14) holds. Q.E.D. 
For stationary problems (1.1) we have a similar result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let fi({E$j m+ u(x, t)}) = 0 be a difference scheme 1 
consistent with the system u, + Cy-“,,( fi(u)), = 0. Suppose that the operator 
C? when restricted to time independent functions u(x) coincides with the 
operator G in (1.9). If the scheme G satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.1, 
the scheme dG[ q,] is unstable. 
$The proof of the proposition is similar to the previous one. Let 
dG[u,](& cm+i) be the symbol of de[u,]. Then, by consistency, 
d~[ud&, 6,,,+h = i5,+1 . I + d@d(&) + O(ti+l) + 065,. &,,+A 
so that instead of (2.15) we conclude that 
t m+l = -b(u,)ikS,k+’ + O(Et+*), E=&)-s (2.16) 
is a solution of the characteristic equation for d(?[u,]. 
The following two propositions provide clear sufficient conditions which 
assure that Assumptions 2.1-2.3 with (2.13) are satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If the problem in (1.1) is evolutionary, the scheme 
dG[ uO] for u0 E S is kth order accurate (as in (2.61) and (k + 1)th order 
dissipative (i.e., the solutions &,, of the equation det dG[u,](E-, 5,) = 0 have 
ImE, 2 8([-lk+l for Itil I T (i = 1,. . . , m - 1) then Assumptions 2.1-2.3 
are satisfied with positive dissipation as in (2.13). 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let the scheme 6 be defined as in Proposition 2.2 and 
suppose that the linearized scheme dG[u,] for u0 E S is k th order accurate 
and (k + l)th order dissipative. Then Assumptions 2.1-2.3 with (2.13) are 
satis$ed. 
Proof Obviously, in both propositions the symbol dG[ u]( t;) satisfies the 
conditions (2.6) and (2.8) so that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 follow. Assump- 
tion 2.3 with positive dissipativity then follows from (2.15) or (2.16) and the 
dissipativity of the schemes dG[u,] and dG[ uO]. 
Consider now the linearization of the operator G,({ E$u( 7))) 
where 
dG,b,] = ~c,o(~o)@, jo E Jo, u. E s (2.17) 
c,bo) = 
aGO({ujol) 
au {u,,> = {uol- 
JO 
(2.18) 
By the definition in (1.17) dG,[u,] = (E, - I)dGo[uo] so that 
d~o[uo](lo) = d~T[uo](50)/(eiEo - 1). (2.19) 
Assumptions 2.1-2.3 imply immediately 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The symbol dG,[ uo](<o) for u. E S satisjies the condi- 
tions 
detd~,b,1(5,) + 0 for to z Omod2v, (2.20) 
dGobol(5o) . robe) = O(5,k) (2.21) 
and 
~o(uo>d~o[uol(Eo) * ro(uo) = b(uo)(iq50)k + O(tok”). (2.22) 
For small positive p. consider the map 
boy 14 + uL(uoy 1.4 = u. + wo(uo), where u. E S, -p. < p < po. 
(2.23) 
The above map is one-to-one and the image of it is a tubular neighborhood 
of S. Let 
E = q-‘I~,(u,)/b(u,) I? where uL = u&,,P). (2.24) 
We state now the 
MAIN THEOREM. Let the scheme G in (1.9) be conservative and consistent 
with (1.1) and satisfy Assumptions 2.1-2.3 with k = 1 or k = 3. Then for any 
uL which is close to the surface S and satisfies X,(u,) > 0 for positive 
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dissipation or A,(u,) < 0 for the negative one, there exists a smooth trajec- 
tory U(T), - 00 c r < co, depending smoothly on uL with lim7+ -&r) = 
uL, lim r++oou(~) = uR = cp(uL) such that 
(i) For any 70 the grid function 
u, = u(+T~ + ej), .i E 2, (2.25) 
with E as in (2.24) is a discrete shock solution of (1.9). 
(ii) The trajectory u(r) is given by the formula 
u(r) = uL ; uR + (A,( u( r))/X,( u,)) * uL ; uR + o( IUL - UR12) 
(2.26) 
and the function i k-1 * h,(u(r))/X,(u,) tends uniformly to the odd solution 
y(r) of the problem 
J$ = ;( y2 - l), lim y(r) = ik-‘, 
74-m 
(2.27) 
as uL tends to the surface S. 
(iii) For k = 1 the discrete shock solution is locally unique; i.e., any such 
solution which is located in a small neighbourhood of a point u0 E S should 
coincide with one of the grid functions in (2.25). The function XO(u(r)) is 
monotonic so that the solution in (2.25) is uniquely determined by a value of 
A, at uj. 
(iv) For k = 3 the discrete shock solution is possibly locally non-unique3; 
however, the solution is unique “micro-locally” (see Remark 4.1). The grid 
function in (2.25) is uniquely determined by the values of A, at any three 
consequent points uj, u~+~, u~+~. 
Remark 2.1. Recall that the grid function uj in (2.25) is defined on a 
grid with the mesh size h/q so that the original size h corresponds to the 
step I~&,>/WuO>l ‘lk along the trajectory u(r), which is independent of 
the denominator q. The solution y(r) of (2.27) while oscillating (when 
k = 3) tends exponentially to the constant states f 1 as r + 00. We call the 
domain 1 r1 < R a shock layer if outside of this domain y(r) differs from the 
corresponding infinite state less than by 6, where 8 is some prescribed small 
number (say 6 = 0.01). As one would expect, the corresponding shock layer 
in the physical plane x has a width proportional to h/lX,-JuL)/b(uO)ll/k; 
3Nore added in proof: Recently C. K. McCord (preprint, Dept. of Math., Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, 1983) has proved that Eq. (2.27) for k = 3 has a unique bounded solution. 
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i.e., the width decreases when the shock is stronger (A,(u,) is greater) or 
the dissipation is weaker (b( uO) smaller). 
3. REDUCTION TO THE CENTRAL MANIFOLD 
In this section we reduce Eq. (1.19) to the central manifold and then 
rescale the resulting equations. By shifting the function u(r) we may assume 
that the index j,, in (1.19) varies over 0 I j, I N. For convenience we also 
replace j, by j and rewrite (1.19) as 
GO(u(r) ,..., E+(T) ,..., E,N+)) -f(u,) = 0. (3.1) 





; ) where w(j)(~) = E,‘u(T) - u. (3.2) 
w(N-y r) , 
and 
i+(r) = 44 
i i P . (3.3) 
It is convenient to consider p as a constant grid function, while a0 E S is a 
parameter. The grid function ti( 7) satisfies the equations 
6) G,( w(‘)( r) + uo, E,w( r) + iio) - f( u. + pr( uo)) = 0 
(4 E7w(+) - w(j+‘+) = 0, j=O,l ,...,N- 2 (3.4) 
(iii) Q-44 - Pm = 0, 
u 
Here, by U. or in general by U we denote the vector 
l ii 
: N times. We 
shall denote the left-hand side of (3.4) by H(iir(~), E,%(i); uo) and study 
the function H(ti,,$; uo) of two vector variables iti,$ E RnN+l and 
parameter u. E S. We say that ii, is a fixed point of the function H if 
H(iit, ti; uo) = 0. It follows from (3.4ii) that ii, =(i), and then by (1.18) 
f(u + uo) = f(uo + cLro(uo)), so that 
WL = Pcl’obo) -( i CL and 2, 
(3.5) 
where 
'R= dud =d"O+~rObO)) 
are locally the only fixed points of the function H for u. E S and small /.L 
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Define the matrix functions 
&,) = A(;o) ii$ = ii2 = 0 (3.6) 
and 
where 





\ 0 -I, 
‘au,) C2(%> *** c&o)’ 
eo)= I . *O 7 240 E s (3.8) 
\ 0 I 0 , 
and q(uO), j = O,l, . . . , N, is defined as in (2.18). Consider the h-matrix or 
the pencil of matrices A( uO) + hB( ZQ). The characteristic equation for that 
pencil is 
det(A(u,) + AB(u,)) = det[$C,(u,,)h’) = 0. 
Obviously, for X = eiEo 




so that in view of (2.20) Eq. (3.9) has no solutions h on the unit circle 
lhl = 1, besides h = 1. From (2.21) and (2.22) we also derive 
and 
; qUo)hjro(uo) = O((X - l)k) (3.11) 
j-0 
I,(u,) f ~(Uo)A4-o(uo) = b(uo)qk(X - l)k + O((X - l)k+‘), 
j-o 
b(u,) # 0. (3.12) 
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Since, by (1.18), 
(3.13) 
j-0 
one can easily deduce from (3.11) and (3.12) that X = 1 is an eigenvalue of 
A(u,) + XB(u,) of multiplicity k. The corresponding eigenspace, i.e., 
Ker(A( uo) + B(u,)), is spanned by the vector fo( uo). (Here again ro( uo) is 
N times repeated vector ro( uo).) The vector function 
’ robe) 
Aro(uo) PN = . 




(A(u,) + XB(u,))p(X) = 
i 




Thus, p(X) is a root function of A(u) + M(u) of multiplicity k corre- 
sponding to the eigenvahre X = 1, and the vectors 
i = 0,l ,...,k - 1 
form a Jordan chain corresponding to the eigenvahte h = 1. (For the 
definition of root function and Jordan chain see [l].) This implies that the 
matrix 
XO(u,) = (PO, PI,.--, Pk-1) (3.17) 
satisfies the identity 
4Jo)xo(uo) + ~bo)xo(~ovo) = 09 (3.18) 
where J(1) is a simple Jordan cell with the eigenvalue A = 1. Now consider 
the real mutually orthogonal projectors 
Pc(uo) = (27ri)-‘# (ho) + AB(u,))-~B(u,) dA 
IX-ll=S 
Ps(uo) = (2+)-l+ ,A,=l~s(4Uo~ + wuo))-‘~(uoP~ (3.19) 
P”(uo) = (2ni)-l# (A+,) + %,))-1-+,) dA, 
IXI=l-6 
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where 6 is sufficiently small so that no eigenvalues of A(+,) + X&u,) 
besides A = 1 are located in the ring 1 - 6 I Ihl I (1 - a)-‘. (The letters 
c, s, and u come from central, stable, and unstable.) Denote by 
Wc( u,), IV( u,,), W”( u,,) the images of the corresponding projectors. Then 
by W’( ua) and @“(u,,) we denote the space of (Nn + l)-dimensional 
vectors ii, = 1 , ( 1 w  E W’(u,) or w  E W”(u,) correspondingly, while 
p( uO) consists of all vectors k =(r) with w  E W’(u,,) and ~1 E R1. 
Obviously, one can select a basis in the above spaces which depends locally 
smoothly on u,,. However, we consider a rather general situation in which S 
is not necessarily homeomorphic to a ball. It may happen that there is no 
global smooth basis in ps(u,) and w”(uo) for all u0 E S. Therefore, we 
shall develop an invariant approach which is independent of a particular 
basis in I@( u,,) and I@( u,,). We start with some definitions pertaining to 
pencils of linear transformations A + XB. 
Let V and p be n-dimensional real vector spaces and A and B linear 
transformations from V to I? Assume that the pencil A + AB is regular; 
i.e., the transformation A + hB is one to one for some value of X. The 
spectrum of the pencil A + h B in the complex sphere C U 00 consists of 
the values of A E C for which A + XB (acting on complexification of V 
and v) in singular, and of A = cc if B is singular. When A and B are 
represented by matrices, the finite spectrum is given by the equation 
det(A + hB) = 0. The subspace U c V is called an invariant subspace of 
the pencil if AU and BU belong to the same subspace U c v and 
dimU = dimi?. Denote the restrictions of A and B to U by AIU and BIU 
respectively. Then the restricted pencil AIU + XBlU is also regular. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The invariant subspace U of the pencil A + hB is 
called stable, central-stable, central, central-unstable, and unstable, if the 
spectrum of the restricted pencil AIU + XBlU belongs correspondingly to 
the sets lhl < 1, 1x1 I 1, 1x1 = 1, 1x1 2 1, and 1x1 > 1. 
For central-stable subspaces U there exists a unique linear transformation 
M:U+ Usuchthat 
AIU + (BIU)M = 0. (3.20) 
The spectrum of M coincides with the spectrum of the pencil A(U + ABJU. 
Similarly, for the central-unstable subspace U the transformation M : U -+ U 
satisfies the identity 
(AIU)M + BIU = 0 (3.21) 
and the spectrum of M coincides with the spectrum of the pencil AIU + 
h BIU, which is the reciprocal of the spectrum of the pencil AIU + X BIU. 
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In view of the above definitions it is easy to show that W’(u,), Ws(u,), 
and W”(u,) are correspondingly central, stable, and unstable invariant 
subspaces of the pencil A(+,) + hB(u,), while l@(u,), I#““( uO) and 
pU(u,,) are the corresponding invariant subspaces of A(u,) + X%(u,). In 
view of (3.18) it is obvious that the vectors pi, i = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, in (3.16) 
form a basis of W’(U,,), while J(1) is the corresponding transformation M 
of (3.20) written in this basis. The spaces @( ~a), I@“( uO) and w”( u,,) with 
z.+, varying over S form smooth vector bundles over S which we denote by 
IV’, I?“, and p”. These bundles are smooth subbundles of the trivial 
bundle w  = RnNi i X S, which is the direct sum 
q= Jp@ j.p@ J.fP. (3.22) 
The function H( iit,, $; uO) could be considered as a map of the bundle 
@ $ I@ into I?‘, which transfers the point (tii, $) of the fiber RnN+l 0 
RnN+l over u,, into the point H(iit,, i$; uO) of the fiber RnN+l over uO. This 
map, which is denoted again by H, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.2. 
The correspondence with the notations of the theorem is as follows: 
& t) IV, A( ~a) + X&u,) tf A(p) + hB( p), H t) H, g t) g, F ++ F, and 
ii t, V. Thus, there exists a central manifold, which is the image of the map 
g:p+ J@,andamapE:p + @ such that the compositions of g with 
the natural projectors es, C”, and ii’ satisfy 
ii” 0 g = identity, 
+s 0 g(0) = cjfu 0 g(0) = iis 0 JR(O) = ii” 0 c@(O) = 0 (3.23) 
and equation H( CC,, Gz; u,,) = 0 on the central manifold is equivalent to 
ii)2 = g+oc(iGl). (3.24) 
In particular, the identity 
H(g,&d) = 0 (3.25) 
holds. 
The space lV(u,) has a basis pi, i = 1,. . . , k, which is defined for all 
u0 E S and depends smoothly on u,,. We denote the coordinates of a point 
w  E I%“( u,,) in this basis by y = (y(l), . . . , y(“))r, while the points ii, E 
l@( uO) have coordinates (y, /JCL). The map P: I@ + @ in these coordi- 
nates looks like 
(Y2, Pd = F’(Yl> Pli %). (3.26) 
According to (3.4iii), pl and p2 satisfy the equation pi = p2. From now on 
we shall consider p again as a parameter and rewrite Eq. (3.26) as 
~2 = F(Y,> EL, Q> (3.27) 
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while the map g : I@ -+ I&’ is represented by a function 
w  = dY+uo) = Xo(Uo)Y + NY12 + P’). (3.28) 
The function F(y, ~1, u,,) vanishes at y = 0, p = 0 and has the following 
Taylor expansion in the variables y and p: 
flYA uo) = WY + NY12 + P2)* (3.29) 
We need to know only quadratic terms for the last component F(“) which 
include the products (Y(‘))~, p2, and y(‘$. For small k the function H has 
locally only two fixed points, which are itL and itR in (3.5). By part (iii) of 
Theorem 5.2 these fixed points should belong to the central manifold of H. 
.The y coordinates of the points SL and ita are correspondingly 
Y& uo) = k4 Y& uo) = -w + h2>, 
wheree= (1,0 ,..., 0)r~ Rk. (3.30) 
(The formula for y&, u,,) follows trivially from (3.5) and (1.6).) Since the 
fixed points of F are also fixed points of H (and vice versa), yL(p, uO) and 
yR(p, uo) are locally the on& fixed points of F for small CL. For the kth 
component of the vector function F we write the expansion 
Fck)( y(‘)e, FL, u0 ) = f+o>(Y”‘) + a,(u,hLy(‘) 
+ $z,( u0)p2 + higher order terms. (3.31) 
Substituting the fixed points yL(p, a,,) and y&, uO) one derives easily that 
~2(%) = 0 and duo) = -hd. (3.32) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The coeficient U,(Q) in (3.31) is equal to 
- (qkb( uO))-l, where b( u,,) is the coeficient of dissipatiuity in (2.9). 
Proofi Fix p = 0 and u0 and set y1 = ee, y, = F(y,, 0, uO) = y, + E~IX 
+ O(e3). Here (Y = (cu(‘), aC2), . . . , aCk))r E Rk and CX(~) = $z,(u,-,). In view 
of (3.25) the points 
satisfy the equation H(Ol,fi2; uo) = 0. By (3.28) 
dYA uo> = Xo(%)Y + @lY12) (3.34) 
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so that 
IV, =&J, + E2a[,o,Uo) + O(E3) = WI + &*j? + O(E3), B = xo(uob. 
(3.35) 
Using the definition of X,,(u,) in (3.17) and (3.16) we can represent the 
vector p as 
P = P(~P~) * PWA-19 wherep(d/dh) = ‘cly( -&)i. 
;=rJ . 
Equations (3.4ii) imply 
,;A - ,l(j+l) = 0 7 or ,l(j+l) = ,l(A + E*jj(j) + 0(~3), 
j = 0,l ,...,N - 2. 
Note that the components /S(j) = rO(u,,)p(d/dX)Aj(,,,, j = O,l,. . . , N - 
1, so that 
wl(i+l) = 
W1”’ + E*‘&o) Z-@/dA) 
Ai+1 - 1 
x _ 1 1 h-l + O(E3)> 
j=O,l,..., N-2, 
and (3.35) implies 
wp = w1’0’ + &2ro( uo) p (d/A) [ 
xj+l - 1 
X-l 1 + W3), h-l 
j=O,l ,..., N-l. (3.36) 
Equation (3.4i) in variables wr and w, reads 
Gob0 + w1(0), ii0 + w*) - f( uo) = 0. (3.37) 
Using the identity (1.18) and substituting (3.36) in (3.37) we get 
f(f.4, +wl’“‘) +E2 : c,(uo)ro(uo)p(d/dA)~ 
I j-0 I X=1 
-f(u,) = O(E3). (3.38) 
Multiply the last equation from the left by the vector l,(u,). By formula 
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(3.12~ 
= l+4J)qk(X - l)k-l + O((X - l)k), 
(3.39) 
where the first equality follows from (3.13). Since w{O) by (3.33) and (3.34) is 
equal to ero(uo) + O(E’), we have by (2.11) 
= ho dfbolwl(“) i + ;~2fbol(~obo))) + Ob3) 
= ; + O(E3)# (3.40) 
Combining (3.39) and (3.40) we get finally 
9 + [ PWW( b(uo)qk(A - uk-’ + 40 - l)“))] hcl (3 41) 
= 4 + cd%(uo)qk = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we can rescale Eq. (3.27) in the same way as in [3]. Namely, let 
E = Iw(uo) I 1’k = q-llp/b(u,) yk, (3.42) 
which differs from E in (2.24) by O(p2), and define a new vector variable 
y = (p’ , . . . , JJ(~))~ by 
y;;; = J&j * q( Uo)/&k+i-l, i= 1,2 ,..., k. (3.43) 
Substituting (3.43) in Eq. (3.27), we get in the new variables 
J(O)y, + t(o,o )...) o,(y,cs)‘- l)T+ O(E)] = F(y,,s,uo), 
(3.44) 
where J(0) is the nilpotent Jordan cell. We denote the right-hand side of 
(3.44) again by F(y,, E, uo) and the expression in the square brackets by 
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&y,, E, ~a>. The fixed points yL(pL, u,,) and y&, u,J in (3.30) now become 
k(h uo) = sign(-AuO))e9 h(h 41) = sid@(ud)e + O(P). 
(3.45) 
These are the only fixed points of F( y, E, uO) for small E. We choose the sign 
of p so that 
sign( pb( ua)) = (- l)(k+1)‘2. (3.46) 
The new y coordinates of the grid function w( 7) satisfy the equation 
(3.47) 
with the condition on infinity 
lim y(7) =y~(&,UJ = (-l)(k-1)‘2e, 
T--cc 
Iim y(7) =yR(e,uO) = (-l)(k+1)‘2e + O(p). (3.48) 
7++00 
If one makes the change of variable 
7 new = 7 old .4Vd, (3.49) 
the shift operator &U(T) = u(r + h/q) becomes 
E,U(7) = u(7 + E) (3.50) 
so that one can interpret the problem in (3.47) and (3.48) as a one-step 
difference approximation of the canonical problem 
q = F(y(7),o,u,) =J(O)y + ~(O,O,...,(y”‘)* - l))= 
(3.51) 
with conditions on infinity 
Y( - a) = (-1)(-Q . &a, y( + co) = (- l)(k+1)‘2 . e. (3.52) 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
First we consider the easy case k = 1. According to (3.46), p > 0 in the 
case of positive dissipation as in (2.13), and p < 0 if the dissipation is 
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negative. Then (3.43) becomes 
Y new = YOM/P 3 
and the tied points in the new coordinates are 
YLb, %) = 1, y&&J = -1 + O(E). 
Equation (3.47) in the new 7 variable becomes 
Yb + 4 = Y(4 + 4Yb) 3 E, %) = Y(7) + E[(Y2(d - q/2 + WI. 
(4.3) 
The function fi(y, E, t(s) vanishes only at y, and yR as above and is 
negative for y E (yR, yL). Moreover, for yR < y(7) -C y,., we get 
YR <Yb + 4 <VW <YL. (4.4) 
Indeed, 
Y(7) -Yb + 4 = --EMY(4 9 E, f4.l) - @(Ym EY %>> < Y(T) - YR 
for small E. Equation (4.3) could be resolved for y(r), 
Yb - 4 = Y(T) - E[(Y2(4 - q/2 + WI 9 (4.5) 
where the function in the square brackets vanishes only at yL and yR. As 
previously, one can show that y( 7) E ( y,, yL) implies 
YR <VW <Yb - 4 <YL.- 
Thus, for any Y(Q) E (yR, yL) the sequence 
Yj = Ybo +A jEZ (4.6) 
defined by (4.3) for j > 0 and by (4.5) for j < 0 is decreasing as j increases 
andlim. ,+ooyj=yR,limj,-,yj=yL. Weparametrizetheinterval(y,,y,) 
by T E R’ as follows. Set y(0) = 0 and parametrize the interval [0, y(e)] by 
a smooth decreasing function y,(7), 7 E [0, E]. Then define y,( 7 + je), 
7 E [0, e], j E Z by (4.3) and (4.5). For a suitable parametrization of the 
interval [0, Y(E)] the resulting function y,(7), 7 E R’, is smooth, depends 
smoothly on the parameters E and uO, and 
lim y,(7) = yL = 1, lim y,(7) = yR = -1 + O(E). (4.7) 
7+-m 7++CC 
For any bounded interval 1~1 < T the grid function y,( je), 1 je] < T, tends 
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uniformly to the solution of the initial value problem 
4 $2-l), y(o)=0 
d7=2 (4.8) 
as E tends to 0. The same is obviously true for the continuous function Y,(T) 
in the interval ]r] < T. This and (4.7) imply that y,(r) tends uniformly in 
R’ to the solution of problem (4.8), which is the same as (2.27) for k = 1. 
The trajectory y,(r) in the w  space is given by the equation 
We(‘) = dPY,b>, P9 uo) = EL~o(Uo)Y,W + O(P2) 
(compare with (3.28)), which in the u space becomes 
%b) = uo + Probo)Ye(4 + O(P2). 




Formulas (4.10) and (4.11) imply that the trajectory u,(r) satisfies the 
relation (2.26). It is also obvious that A,( uE( r))/hO(uL) tends uniformly on 
R’ to the solution of problem (2.27). Since y,(r) is decreasing, Xo(u,(r)) is 
decreasing as well when p > 0 and increasing when p -C 0. The case ~1 > 0 
corresponds to X,(U,) > 0 > Ao(uR); i.e., the entropy satisfying shock 
while II. c 0 corresponds to an entropy violating shock. The local uniqueness 
of the discrete shock is proved by the following argument. For small 
p and fixed u. E S let ~(7) be a discrete shock which is located in 
a small neighborhood of u. and connects uL(pL, uo) and U&A, uo). 
Then the corresponding grid function CC(r) satisfies the equation 
H(%(r), E,%(r); uo) = 0 and thus, by part (iii) of Theorem 5.2, belongs to 
the central manifold of the map H. Thus w(7) = g( y( r), cc, uo), where 
the grid function y(7) satisfies the non-scaled equation E,y(r) = 
F( y( r), ~1, uo). For definiteness, let p > 0. Recall that (~?F/Jy)(0,0, uo) = 1 
so that for small y and ~1 the function F( y, p, uo) is increasing with 
regard to the y variables. Therefore the intervals [ - 6, y&, uo)], 
]y&, u,), Y,(P, u,)l, and [Y,(P, u,), 61 for small 6 and CL < 6 are mapped 
by F into themselves. This implies that the above grid function y(r) has its 
values only in the interval [ y&, u,), y,(p, uo)] so that in scaled variables it 
coincides with one of the grid functions in (4.6). 
Now we consider the case k = 3. Recall the following result of Kopell 
and Howard [3] concerning the canonical problem (3.51) and (3.52). 
EMMA 4.1. (i) There exists a solution y(r) of the problem (3.51) and 
(3.52) for k = 3 such that Y(‘)(T) is an odd function and the curve y( 7) at 
r = 0 intersects transversally with the plane y(l) = 0. 
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(ii) The stable (two-dimensional) manifold !JJIs of the critical point 
y(m) = (LO, O)= and the unstable (two-dimensional) manifold 92” of the 
critical point y( - m) = (- LO, O)= intersect transversally along the curve 
Y(T)* 
The stable and unstable manifolds !lR’ and %XU are defined originally 
only in small neighborhoods of the critical points. However, one can extend 
them along the trajectory y( 7). We need to consider only the portions of the 
extended manifolds near the point y(0). For any r denote by P(r) the 
solution operator of Eq. (3.51) with time increment r and initial condition 
in a neighborhood of the point y(0). Let T > 0 be large enough so that 
y(T) belongs to the local stable manifold Bkn” (and y( - T) correspondingly 
to 9X”) and let B, be a small ball with the center at y(0) such that P(T), 
when restricted to B,,, is a diffeomorphism for any (7) I T. According to the 
above lemma the surfaces fis = P-‘(T)( %G’) and a” = P-‘( - T)( 2X “) 
intersect transversally along a curve segment y = { y( r ) ( ] 7) < S }. We wish 
to repeat the above construction for the difference problem (3.47) and 
(3.48). Let 9.R: and !.lR,U be the stable and unstable manifolds of the critical 
points yL(&, u,,), yR(e, uO) for the map F( y, E, uO) in (3.44). According to 
Theorem 5.3 these manifolds approach !I&’ and 9.R” in C’ as E + 0. For 
7 E R’ denote rE = [‘T/E]& and let P,(r,) be the map 
(4.12) 
restricted to y E B,,. It is well known that the maps P,(r,) approximate the 
maps P(r) in C’ uniformly in r E [ - T, T] as E + 0. Thus the surfaces 
!I%!: = I’-‘(T,)(Zm:) and @z = Z’-‘( - T,)( ‘$2:) (4.13) 
approximate the surfaces ‘$Js and !& ” in C’ as E + 0. Therefore !&z and 
fiz intersect transversally along a curve segment y, which tends to y in C’ 
as E --+ 0. Since y intersects transversally with the plane y(l) = 0 at the 
point y(O), the curve y, intersects with that plane at a unique point which 
we denote by y,(O). The point Y,(E) = F( y,(O), E, uO) for small E also 
belongs to y,. We parametrize the curve segment of y, between the points 
y,(O) and y,(a) by parameter 7 E [0, E]. Then for any 7 = r0 + je, r,, E [0, E] 
and j E Z we define 
YEW = (~(Y,bcJL EY %))j. (4.14) 
The parametrization in the interval [0, E] could be made in such a way that 
y,( 7) is a smooth function of r and that y,(r), r E [0, E] tends in C’ to 
Y(T), 7 E [0, E] as E + 0. As a result, the function y,(r) for r in any 
bounded interval ]T( I T tends uniformly in C1 to y(7) as E ---) 0. Since the 
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function r + y(r) is one-to-one, so is the function y,(7) for 171 I T and 
small E (depending on T). Let us show that for small E, y,(7) is one-to-one, 
for all T E R. Indeed, if y,(rJ = y,(rz), without loss we can assume that 
71 E [0, E] and r2 > T. But y,( 7) for r 2 T belongs to a small neighbor- 
hood of the fixed point yR(e, uO) which does not intersect with B,. Since 
yR( E, ua) -+ y( + cc) and yL( E, uO) -+ y( - cc) it is clear that y,( 7) + y( 7) in 
C( R’) as E -+ 0. The trajectory y,( 7) in the w  space becomes 
WA4 = (-1) (k-1)‘2p( poy&y 7) + EplyJ2)( 7) + E2P2Yi3)( 7)) + o( p2), 
(4.15) 
and since the first n-coordinates of the vectors pi and p2 are zero (see (3.14) 
and (3.16)), the corresponding grid function ~~(7) is 
%(d = uo - P’o(~o)YE(lY~) + O(P2). 
The above relation together with the formula 
(4.16) 
A,( UE( T))/X,( UL) = (- l)(k-1)‘2yE(1)( 7) + o(p) (4.17) 
completes the proof of parts (i) and (ii) of the Main Theorem. 
Since the map 7 --t Y,(T) is one-to-one, in order to prove part (iv) of the 
theorem one should show the one-to-one correspondence between the point 
y,(7) and the vector 
z = Z(Y,(dY 4 = (~o(%(d), AO(%W~ ~o(~7k(~)))r. (4.18) 
We could as well consider y,(7) in the non-scaled coordinates y. Then 
U,(T), &U,(T), and Ezu,(~) are equal correspondingly to u. + w(O), u. + 
w(l), u. + wc2), where w(J), j = O,l, 2,. . . , are n-dimensional vector com- 
ponents of the vector w  = g(y, ~1, uo). Using (3.28) and the definition of the 
matrix X0( uo) one easily finds 
1 0 0 
Z(Yd4 = 1 1 0 Y + O(lY12 + p2), 
l I 
(4.19) 
1 2 1 
so that the map y + z(y, p) is a diffeomorphism for small lyl and p. The 
theorem is proved. 
Remark 4.1. The local non-uniqueness of the discrete shock in part (iv) 
could be caused only by a possible non-uniqueness of the solution of the 
problem (3.47) and (3.48) for k = 3. Indeed, any discrete shock u,, j E Z, 
should lie on the central manifold w  = g(y, p, u,), so that in the resealed y 
coordinates it is a solution of the problem (3.47) and (3.48). However, the 
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following “micro-local” uniqueness takes place: there exist constants S > 0 
and E,, > 0 such that for E -C .sO, any discrete shock, which in the scaled y 
coordinates has a point JJJ with the distance /vi - y(O)1 < 8, should coincide 
with one of the shocks in (2.25). 
5. INVARIANT MANIFOLDS OF AN IMPLICIT MAP 
In this section we prove general theorems about stable, unstable, and 
central manifolds used in the previous section for the proof of the Main 
Theorem. Let W and I%’ be n-dimensional smooth vector bundles over a 
compact manifold S. For any p E S we denote by W(p) the fiber of W 
over p. Let H: W CD IV + 6 be a smooth map which transforms the 
elements (wi, wz) of the fiber W(p) @ W(p) into elements 6 = 
H( wi, wz; p) E W(p). We assume that the map H as well as all other 
non-linear maps considered below are defined only in a small neighborhood 
of the zero section of the corresponding bundle. Suppose that 
H(O,O; p) = 0 (5.1) 
and that the linear transformations 
A(P) = ~G-m P>, B(p) = ~(o,o; PI: W(p) + W(p) 
(5.2) 
form a regular pencil A(p) + XB(p) for any p E S. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the bundle W be a direct sum W = WCs @ W” of 
smooth subbundles WCs and W” such that for any p E S the fibers Wcs( p) 
and W”(p) are correspondingly central-stable and unstable invariant sub- 
spaces of the pencil A(p) + hB( p). Then there exists a central-stable in- 
variant manifold %QcS c W which is the image of a smooth map g : WCs + W, 
and a smooth map F: WCs + WC”, F(0) = 0 such that 
(i) The compositions of g 
with the natural projections IT” and sr” satisfy 
m ” 0 g = identity, (+v)(0) = 0, 7r” 0 8g(O) = 0. (5.3) 
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(ii) For any pair (wl, w2) E W(p) 6J3 W(p) close to zero with w, E %RCs 
the equation H(w,, w2; p) = 0 is equivalent to 
w1 E mcs and w, = P(w1), (5.4) 
where 
In particular, for given g : WC” + W the map F: WC” + WC” is uniquely 
determined by the identity 
H(g,goF) = 0. (5.5) 
(iii) Any sequence wj E W(p), j = 0, 1,2,. . . which is suficiently close 
to zero and satisJie the equations H( wj, w~+~; p) = 0, j = 0, 1,2, . . . , belongs 
to mcs. 
Proof. Since the space W(p) is a direct sum of invariant (under A(p) + 
hB( p)) subspaces Wcs( p) and W”(p), the space J@(p) splits into a direct 
sum of J@(p) and p”(p) such that the pencil A(p) + XB( p) could be 
considered as a direct sum of the restrictions 
A=(p) +hB’“(p): WCs(p) + W=(p) 
and 
A”(p) + XII”(p) : W”(p) + I@(p). 
Note also that the linear transformation 
(5.6) 
P”(P) @A”(P): W(P) + W(P) (5 -7) 
is an isomorphism. We identify any vector w  = u + u E W(p), u E Wcs( p), 
u E WU( p) with the pair (u, v) and rewrite the equation H( wt, wz; p) = 0 
as 
H(u,, 01, ~2, ~2; P> = 0. (5.8) 
Then (5.7) implies that the last equation could be solved in u2 and vr so 
that (5.8) is equivalent to 
~2 = HCS(ul, 9; P>, 01 = Hub,, ~2; P). (5.9) 
Using (5.6) one gets easily that 
HCSh, 9; P) = MCS( P)U, + O( M2 + Iu212), 
H”(U1, u,; P) = MYP)U, + o(lu,l* + lu212)9 (5.10) 
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where ZP(p) = -(Bc”(p))-lAc”(p) and M”(p) = -(A”(p))-‘B”(p), 
and the spectrum of MCS(p) and MU(p) belongs correspondingly to the 
sets 1x1 I 1 and X < 1 (compare with (3.20) and (3.21)). Hcs and H” are 
actually smooth non-linear maps of the bundle W into WC” and W “, 
respectively, while MCS: WCs + WC” and M”: W” + W” are linear maps of 
the bundles. Identity (5.5) now becomes 
f’b,) = HCS(u,,f(f’(u,))), fbl) = H”b,~f(+,))). 
(5.11) 
(For shortness, here and below we omit the parameter p E S from the list 
of variables.) Here we use the notation f for the map 
f=~“og:WCs-+ W”. (5.12) 
We shall solve Eq. (5.11) by iterations 
F,+,(u) = HCShfn(Erb)))~ fn+dd = H’%fn(F,b))), 
2.4 E WCS(p) (5.13) 
with the first guess 
fob.4 = 0, F,(u) = MCS(p)u. (5.14) 
We can define smooth Riemann metrics on the bundles WCs and W” such 
that the maps iP( p) and A4 “( p) have norms 
IIhfCS(p)II I a = 1 + E, II~‘(p)ll 5 b < 1 foranyp E S, 
(5.15) 
where E > 0 is arbitrarily small (the metrics in WCs depends on E). Thus, for 
any given integer r > 0 we can assume that 
ur. b < 1. (5.16) 
The functions Hcs( u, u; p) and H “(u, u; p) could be changed outside of a 
small neighborhood of zero so that for any p E S and u E Wcs( p), 
u E W”(P), 
and 
(1 4,HCS(~, 0; P) - Mcs( P> 11 + II&H%, u; P) 11 5 6 (5.17) 
11 J,HU(~, 0; P) - M”(P) II + 11 &,H”h u; P) (1 5 6, (5.18) 
where 6 > 0 is arbitrarily small. Let (u(6) and j?(S) be the smallest positive 
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solution of the system 
a(6) = a + 6 + sa(s)p(s), P(S) = 6 +(b + 6)a@)P(6). 
(5.19) 
For small 6’ = S/(1 - ab) (precisely 6’ < l/(2 + a + b)) such a solution 
exists and has the asymptotics 
a(6) = a + s + O(SS’), p(s) = 6’ + O(Sf2). (5.20) 
Now we are ready to prove that 
and for small 6’ 
f,(u), F,(U) are uniformly bounded in the C’ norm. (5.22) 
In addition 
and 
f,(O) = %fn(O) = 46)) = 0, (5.23) 
Ilfn+M -f&4 II s ~w4L IIF,+du) - F,(u) 11 s K(l - +“ll~lL 
c < 1. (5.24) 
As a result, the sequences f,(u) and F,(u) converge to C’-l functions f(u) 
and F(u) which satisfy Eqs. (5.11) and 
f(0) = auf(O)= F(0) = 0. (5.25) 
The proof of the above assertions is quite standard; however, we present 
it here with some necessary modifications which will be helpful later in the 
proof of Theorem 5.3. Differentiate Eqs. (5.13) and, taking into account 
(5.17) and (5.18), estimate supremum norms (Y, = s~p,ll~~F,(u)ll, p,, = 
~wh%fA~N We get 
and (5.21) follows immediately by induction. Next, apply to (5.13) the 
operator aj,, ljl I r and estimate the supremum norms aij) = 
supJ a’,q< u)ll, pn(j, = supJ~l,f,(u)ll. Assuming that the norm of lower 
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derivatives is bounded, we get 
a$ I (Sp,)cp + S( a,) ‘j’ . pn(j) + bounded terms (5.26) 
p;cl I (b + qpn@ + (b + 6)( cu,) Ii’ . /3jn + bounded terms. 
(5.27) 
Since p(S) < (a(6))‘j’ 9 th e sum of the above estimates provides 
a;jl + p,“?l I (b + 2S)( a(S)) ( n ‘j’ a(j) + /3,(j)) + bounded terms. 
(5.28) 
The coefficient (b + 2S)(cr(G))‘j’ for small S’ approximates b&l < 1 so that 
the sequences a:j) and IB,(j) are bounded as n + cc. 
Equation (5.23) follows trivially by induction. Finally, we prove (5.24) by 
considering the estimates 
IlF,+1W - G4 II s wz(F,(~)) -.Ll(F,-l(4) IO (5.29) 
lk+,b> -.Lb) 11 5 (b + ~>ifn(Fn(d) -L-I(&l(u)) 11 
(5.30) 
and 
IlL(Fn(~)) --.L1eI-d4) II s PWIlF,W - LW II 
+ llfn~F,&)) -f,-IR-d4 II. 
(5.31) 
Since IIF,-r(u)11 = IIF,-i(u) - F,-,(O)11 I ~~(6)llull, estimates (5.24) for 
n - 1 imply 
b&?tb)) -f,-I@,-I(U)) 1) 5 Kc”-‘[(l - ab)P@) + slimly 
(5.32) 
Substitute the last estimate in (5.29) and (5.30), and we get estimates (5.24) 
for n, provided 
(b + S)[(l - ab)P(G) + a(S)] = (b + S)(u + 28 + O(6’6)) = c c 1. 
(5.33) 
Obviously, the limiting functions f and F satisfy (5.11) and thus (5.5). We 
have neglected the dependence of f and F on p. It is, indeed, easy to show 
that the functions 6’i,f and a’,F, ljl I r, have uniformly bounded deriva- 
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tives of any order (limited by the smoothness of H) with respect to p E S. 
In order to complete the proof of part (ii) of the theorem, we should show 
that Eqs. (5.9) together with u2 = f(uz) imply for small ui, ul, ui, u2 that 
u1 = f(ul) and u2 = F(uJ. Substituting u2 = f(uZ) in (5.9) we get 
u2 = ffCS(ul,fb2); P) (5.34) 
and 
Ul = H”( uJb2); P). (5.35) 
However, by the implicit function theorem, Eq. (5.34) for small ui and u2 
has a unique solution u2, which by the identity (5.11) should coincide with 
F(u,). Thus u2 = F(u,) and by (5.35) and the second identity in (5.11) we 
iset u1 =fW 
We turn now to the last part of the theorem. Represent the sequence wj 
by the components uj E IV(p), uj E W”(p), j = 0, 1,2,. . . . Then uj, uj 
satisfy the equations 
uj+l = HcS(ujP uj+l; P>> ‘j = H”(“jT uj+l; pi, j 2 0. 
(5.36) 
Compare it with the identities 
F(Uj) = HCS(Uj,f(F(Uj)))7 ft"j> = H"(ujyf(F(uj)))* 
(5.37) 
Define fij = uj+r - F( uj) and Cj = uj - f( uj). The sequences iii and Cj are 
still located in a small neighborhood of zero. Subtract equations in (5.37) 
from the corresponding equations in (5.36). Using (5.17), (5.18), and (5.21) 
we get 
lliijll s sII”j+I -f(F(uj)) (1 s s(~(s)ll~j+~ll + llfij+lll) 
and 
llfijll 2 Cb + 6)11uj+l -f(F(uj)) 11 s (b + a)( B(s)ll’j+Ill + llfij+lll) 
so that for small 6 
lliijll + ll~jll s Cb + 26)( S(s>llii,+Ill + Ilcj+lll) s c( lIcj+lll + llfij+lll)~ 
c < 1. 
The last estimate implies tij = fj = 0 for all j, so that uj = f(uj) and 
wj E Cmcs for all j. The theorem is proved. 
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Obviously, a similar result could be proved about the central-unstable 
manifold if the bundle W is a direct sum 
w= W”03 WC”, (5.38) 
such that the fibers W’(p) and W”‘(p) are correspondingly stable and 
central-unstable invariant subspaces of W(p) with regard to the pencil 
A(p) + XB( p) in (5.2). The central-unstable manifold %Qc” is an image of a 
map 
g : WC” + W, rcU 0 g = identity, TS 0 g(0) = 7rs 0 dg(0) = 0. 
(5.39) 
The corresponding map F: WC” + WC” satisfies, instead of (5.5), the iden- 
tity 
H(goF,g) = 0. (5.40) 
Part (ii) of Theorem 5.1 now reads 
(ii)’ Equation H(w,, IV,; p) = 0 for small wr, IV, and wr E !IJI’” is 
equivalent to 
w~E!W” and WI = P(wz), 
where~=goF~~CU:~CU~~c". (5.41) 
Part (iii) of Theorem 5.1 now becomes 
(in)’ Any sequence wj E W(p), j = 0, - 1, - 2,. . . , which is suffi- 
ciently close to zero and satisfies the equations H(wj, wj+r; p) = 0, j = 
0, - 1, - 2, . . . , belongs to W”. 
Now we are ready to prove the central manifold theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let the bundle W be a direct sum W = Ws 8 WC 8 W” 
of smooth subbundles such that for any p E S the fibers W’(p), Wc( p), and 
W”( p) are correspondingly stable, central, and unstable invariant subspaces 
of the regular pencil A(p) + XB( p) defined in (5.2). Then there exists a 
central invariant manifold Ylc c W which is the image of a smooth map 
g: WC + W, and a smooth map F: WC -+ WC, F(0) = 0 such that 
(i) The compositions of g with the natural projections qITs: W -+ W”, 
7rc: w --, WC, and &’ : W + W” satisfy 
7~’ 0 g = identity, ITS 0 g(0) = 7r” 0 g(0) = 7Ts 0 f3g(O) = 7r” 0 cYg(o) = 0. 
(5.42) 
(ii) The map F is a diffeomorphism in a small neighborhood of the zero 
section of WC. For small wl, wZ E W(p), w1 n mCu, w, E !D’l’” the equation 
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H(w,, w2; p) is equivalent to 
w1,w2 E mc (5.43) 
and 
w2 = &v,), where~=g~F~mC:%Qc+9.Xc. (5.44) 
(iii) Any sequence w, E W(p), j E Z, which is st@ciently close to zero 
and satis$es the equations H(wj, w~+~; p) = 0, j E 2, belongs to 9’2’. 
Proof We define 9.X = !lXcS n ‘hn’“. The fibers WCS n W(p) and 9?” 
n W(p) are at w  = 0 tangential to the spaces W’“(p) and Wc*( p). Thus 
!IXc” and 1172’” intersect transversally along the zero section of W, so that 
!I@’ is indeed a manifold near that section and %!’ n W(p) is at w  = 0 
tangential to Wc( p). Obviously, mc could be represented as an image of a 
map g : WC + W which satisfies conditions (5.42). Also, !IJ’?’ is an invariant 
set of the maps fi and p defined in (5.4) and (5.41) and 
p o pcspc = p 0 PC”1 lxrz’ = identity. (5.45) 
Indeed, if wr E 9X”” n 9Jlcu, the element w2 = i’c”( wi) belongs to YJ?” and 
satisfies the equation H(w,, w2) = 0. Thus by (5.41) w, E %X’” and wi = 
jcu(w2). We define 
j? = $yJJp and F = g-l 0 p+rc)-‘: WC + WC. (5.46) 
In view of (5.45) P and F are local diffeomorphisms. The statements in 
(5.43) and (5.44) follow from (5.4) and (5.41). Part (iii) of this theorem 
results from parts (iii) of Theorem 5.1 and the corresponding statement 
(iii)‘. Q.E.D. 
In Sect. 4 we referred also to the following. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let H(w,, w,; E) = w, - w1 - &(wl; E), where fi is a 
smooth vector function of w1 E R” and a real parameter E. Assume that 
&(O; 0) = 0 and 
i3,,&(0; 0) = (“g’ iu), Rek’ < 0, Refi” > 0. (5.47) 
Then the stable and unstable manifolds 82: and %XS, corresponding to the 
equation H(w,, w2; E) = 0 tend in C’ (r 2 1) to the stable and unstable 
manifolds !I!?? u and 93’ of the Jlow dw/dt = I?( w; 0) as E + 0. 
Proof Equation fi(w,; E) = 0 has a zero point wi(e) depending on E. 
We can make a smooth change of variables 
(u,v) = T(w; E) = w + O(E) (5.48) 
such that in the new coordinates u and v, equation H( wl, w,; E) = 0 is 
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equivalent to 
with 
242 = W(Ul, u*; E) = 241 + EljS(U1, u*; E), 
Ul = wyq, u*; E) = u* + EAU(U1, u*; E) (5.49) 
A”(0,O; E) = ti”(O,O; E) = 0, (;:y;“d,i = A(u,v;o) 
(5.50) 
and 
iP(u, u; E) = icP(E)U + o(Iul* + It,@), 
A”(U, 0; E) = ie(E)U + o( lul* + Iup). (5.51) 
Since A?(e) and it?“(e) approach the matrices A& and I@ in (5.47), for 
small E 
Rek”(e) I -&I, Refi”(a) 2 6,1 (5.52) 
and thus the matrices M”(E) = I + &P(E), M”(E) = I - E&“(E) satisfy 
l/&f”(&) (I < a(&) = 1 - a2E, /hf’(&) 11 < b(E) = 1 - a*&. 
(5.53) 
(Here and below we denote by Si different positive constants independent of 
E.) Then,,in the notations of Theorem 5.1, there exists a stable manifold 9.X: 
which is the graph of a function u = f(u; E) and a map u + F( U; E) such 
that 
P(u; E) = IA + &(U,f(F(u;E); E); E), 
f(l.q&) =f(F(u;&);&) -&(l4,f(F(U;&);E);E). (5.54) 
We shall show that the functions f(u; E) and F(;(u; E) are defined for u E Q, 
which is some tied neighborhood of zero, and are uniformly bounded in 
C’+l(SI) as E --) 0. One should merely examine the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
We select the neighborhood P such that instead of (5.17) and (5.18) the 
estimates 
11 a,&( U, U; E) - i+(E) 11 + 11 a&( 24, U; E) 11 5 6, (5.55) 
1) a,fi”( U, U; E) - ti”( E) (1 + 11 a,@( U, U; E) 11 < 6, (5.56) 
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hold. The number 
6’ = S,&/(l - U(&)b(&)) = S/(26,) -I- O(E) (5.57) 
is the very same 6’ = 6/(1 - ab) used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Estimates (5.21) are still valid with 6 = &E and 
a(6) = 1 - 6*& + 0(8’&), p(s) = S’ + o(tY2). (5.58) 
The more precise estimate for the higher derivatives of F,( u; E) and f,( U; E) 
is 
~~c?~~~(U;E)~~ IKE, IIaj,f,(u;~)I) I K for jjl > 1. (5.59) 
We define av) and rB,(j) as in Theorem 5.1. Now, however, the bounded 
terms in (5.26)-(5.28) are premultiplied by E. Thus (5.28) becomes 
a~<1 + /?,"?l I (b(~) + 26)((r(6))"'(&)+ /3ij)) + KE. 
The coefficient (b(~) + 26)(cu(6))lil = 1 - S,(ljl + 1)~ + O(E~) + 0(&a’), 
which implies for small E and 6’ the uniform boundedness of &$j). Then 
estimate (5.26) gives 
~$2~ 2 &3@)++ KE, 
and since by (5.14), &) = 0, we arrive at the required estimates (5.59). The 
convergence of the sequences F,(u; E) and f,(u; E) follows from the esti- 
mates (5.24) which are valid with a constant K and 
C = (b(E) + 6)(U(&) + 26 + o(6'8)) = 1 - 26,& + o@‘E), 
which is less than 1 for small 8’. As a result, the limiting functions f(u; E) 
and F( U; E), which satisfy Eqs. (5.54), are defined for u E 52 and are 
uniformly bounded in C+‘(Q) for any r 2 1. Let f(u; E,), F(u; an), 
E, --, 0, be sequences which converge in Cr( Q) to f(u) and F(U) corre- 
spondingly. By (5.54) we get 
F(U; E) = IJ + &ljs(U,f(U; &);o) + O(E2) 
(f(fh E); E) -f(u; E))/E = +(Wf(u; E);O) + O(E) 
so that in the limit E, + 0 
4Jb> ~w4f(W) = fiU(KfW;O), f(0) = auf(o) = 0. 
(5.60) 
This is to say that the surface !3?’ = {(u, u); u = f(u)} is the stable mani- 
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fold of the flow dw/dt = fi(w; 0). Indeed, for any small uO, the trajectory 
w(t) given by the equations du/dt = &(u(t), u(t); 0), u(t) = f(u(t)), u(O) 
= u0 belongs to ‘2.X’ for all t 2 0 and is also a solution of the problem 
dw/dt = A( w(t); 0), w(0) = (u,,, f(uo)). Since the stable manifold of the 
flow dw/dt is unique, the limit functions f(u) and F(u) are independent of 
the sequence E,, so that lim,, J(u; a) = f(u), lim,, $( u; E) = F(u) in 
cr( Q). Q.E.D. 
6. APPENDIX 
Our objective here is to extend the result of Kopell and Howard [3], 
stated in our work as Lemma 4.1, to functions f(y) more general than 
y2 - 1 in (3.51). We consider a scalar problem 
d3r/dt3 = f(r), Y(-4 =yL., Y(+d =YR> (6.1) 
where f is a C’ function in the interval [-k, k], -k < yr. c yR < k and 
satisfies the conditions 
f(YJ =f(y,) = 03 
f(Y) < 0 for Y  E (YL, yR)> 
f(Y) ’ 0 forY E bLdR1 
and 
1” ( ) f Y dy>O, J (1 “f y dy>O. -k YL 
(6.2) 
Under the above conditions, M. Mock in [6] proved that problem (6.1) has a 
solution. He solves an initial value problem for the equation (6.1) with the 
initial conditions y(0) = p, y’(0) = 4, y”(0) = 0 and shows that for any 
p E (yL, yR) there exists q = up such that the corresponding solution y(t) 
tends to y, as t + + 00. Then he claims (see lines 4-16 on p. 387) that up 
depends continuously on p and, as a result, for some p also lim,, -,y(t) 
= y,. Unfortunately, up does not need to be continuous. Nevertheless, this 
difficulty (as shown by Mock in private communication) could be overcome 
if one uses the COnneCtiVity arguments for the set of all up, p E (y,, yR). In 
the case of an even function f(y) one can choose p = 0 so that the solution 
of the corresponding initial value problem with q = up attains also the limit 
y, as t + - co. The resulting function y(r) is odd, has y’(0) = q 1 0 and is 
positioe for t > 0. If f’(y) > 0 for y > 0, the solution is also unique in the 
class of odd functions. 
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Now, in addition to (6.2) and (6.3) we assume 
f(Y) is even and f’(Y) ’ 0 for y > 0. (6 -4) 
With proper scaling y + uy and t ---* bt we can assume that 
yR = -y, = 1 and f ‘(YR) = 1. (6.5) 
We rewrite problem (6.1) as a three-dimensional system 
dY/dt = F( y )) (6.6) 
where y = (y,, y,, y3)r and F(j) = ( y2, y,, f( yr))r, with conditions on 
infinity 
lim J(t) =jL= (-l,O,O)r, lim J(t) = jR = (l,O,O)r. (6.7) 
t--CC I-co 
Let 9JIhn” be the stable (two-dimensional) manifold of the flow in (6.6) near 
the critical point j&, while 9X” is the corresponding unstable (two-dimen- 
sional) manifold of that flow near jL. The manifolds YJ!’ and %R” could be 
extended along the solution j(t) of problem (6.6)-(6.7) to a neighborhood 
of the point 
.&I = Y(O) = (0, 470) 7 q > 0. (6.8) 
THEOREM 6. Let the function f satisfy conditions (6.2)-(6.5). Then the 
stable and unstable manifolds of the Jlow in (6.6), corresponding to the critical 
points jL and JR, respectively, intersect transversally along the trajectory J(t). 
Proof. Denote by T %P”( J) and T %VU(j) the planes tangent to the 
manifolds 9JI’ and ian ” at the point j. The planes TYJZS( y,,) and T !IQ “( j&) 
have a common vector [dy(t)/dt],=, = (q, 0, f (0))‘. Suppose that T %Q’( j$) 
and T !BU( j&o) are not transversal; i.e., they coincide. Note that problem 
(6.6)-(6.7) is invariant under the transformation 
3 -+ Q’(Y) = C-Y13 Y*, -Y3)7 t--t 
so that Q, transforms ‘!.J.JI’ into m” and vice versa. Therefore the plane 
T%QS(~,) = T!lJI”(J,) is invariant under the transformation a,. This leaves 
for T %R “( &,) only two possibilities: 
T!W(J,,) = Sp{(l,O,O)‘,(O,O,l)‘} 
or 
T’W(j,) = Sp{(q,o,f(o))‘,(o,l,O)~}. (6.9) 
Denote by RI the positive octant J # 0, y, 2 0, y, 2 0, y, 2 0. We shall 
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show that T ‘%Q’( j&o) does not intersect with R:. For that sake we linearize 
Eq. (6.6) near the solution j(t) and consider the initial value problem 
&/dt = A( t)Z, t > 0, Z(0) E R:, (6.10) 
where 
A(t) = a,F(jqt)) = [ ,t,:(t,, E i]. 
Since all coefficients of A(t) are positive for t > 0, the solution of problem 
(6.10) belongs to R: for all t 2 0. The tangent plane T 9JIs(jR) coincides 
with the stable invariant space of the orthogonal matrix 
0 1 0 
A(+oo)= 0 0 1 . 
I i 1 0 0 
so that T!Bls(J,) is orthogonal to the “unstable” direction (1, 1, l)? This 
implies that T 9Xs(JR) does not intersect with R:, and by continuity it is 
correct also for TW(j( to)) if t, is large enough. Let P(t,) be the solution 
operator for Eq. (6.6) with initial condition near j& and time increment to, 
and let dP( t,)[J,,] be the differential of P(t,) at j,,. Obviously dP(t,)[j,J 
transforms the vector Z(0) into F(to) and also the tangent space T!XV(J,,) 
into T92 “(J( to)). Since dP(t,)[j&,] is an isomorphism and .T(t,) @ 
T%Jls(jj(to)), we get Z(0) 4 TiJJls(j+,) so that R:r7 TiDls(jo) = 0. Obvi- 
ously, both cases exhibited in (6.9) do not satisfy the last condition. We 
have proved that the manifolds 9.X” and 2JI ” intersect transversally at j(0) 
and hence at any J(t). 
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